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1 Year.  12,000 Miles.  Finding Sustainable Community. 

www.withinreachmovie.com 

Our Mission is to film and document how sustainable communities function throughout 
the United States.   We will “bikepack” to the East Coast and back to California, using our 
sociable quadribent bicycle and trailer as we build community together on the road. The result is a 
feature length documentary film, tentatively scheduled to release at the end of 2009, as well as a 
comprehensive website and dynamic presentations given along the way. The film will present a 
realistic experience of seeking out and living as part of a sustainable community. This transition is 
only possible by reaching within to discover what each of us can do to ensure a sustainable future 
for the planet and its present and future inhabitants. 
 
Please visit www.withinreachmovie.com to view a promotional short film to introduce you to the 
project and our film experience. 

Introduction 

Sustainable Community = "A localized group of people working 
together to create a lifestyle that provides for the needs of today’s 
generation without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs."                    
          

This story must be told.  With our earth’s rapidly decreasing natural resources and increasing 
human population, we are in need of a new paradigm for change.  We recognize this, but have a 
difficult time understanding where to begin.  The individualistic lifestyle that so many of us choose 
has become our ‘bad habit’ preventing us from incorporating the basic principles of environmental 
and social sustainability into our lives.  However, there are a rapidly growing number of 
sustainable communities (www.directory.ic.org) that embrace the positive actions of caring for the 
earth, caring for people, sharing resources, and more.  These communities provide positive 
solutions to the growing number of environmental, social, political, and spiritual problems in the 
world, and hope for a sustainable world for us and our children. 

Project Overview and Summary 

Within Reach Movie is a project of OrganicAthlete (www.organicathlete.org), a 501(c)(3) non-
profit organization committed to sustainability.   

We have made several preliminary visits to sustainable communities, including eco-villages, co-
housing, cooperatives, integrated inner city communities, live/work housing, non-residential 
communities and community building workshops.  For example, Emerald Earth in Northern 
California is a pioneer in eco-construction.  They have used local natural resources, mostly earth 
and hay, to build beautiful works of art as homes that cost less than $10,000. This gives hope that 
people from all walks of life can not only have their own affordable house, but also one that is 
eco-friendly.   

This one-year project involves traveling on a tandem recumbent tricycle with a solar-electric 
power assist trailer from community to community around the United States with a video camera 
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and a still camera.  The outcome is a feature-length documentary and a comprehensive website 
complete with blog entries, podcasts, a comprehensive map, and resource page aimed at sharing 
information about these under-exposed communities and their positive, replicable solutions for 
change.  In addition, Within Reach is advocating for a car-free lifestyle by working with community 
groups to coordinate critical mass bike rides in major cities, as well as tree-planting volunteer 
days to offset carbon emissions. 

Several questions will consistently be posed to members living in intentional communities as well 
as people engaged in sustainable practices.  Within Reach will also include personal interviews 
with several of the “gurus” (authors, speakers, engineers, etc.) of the intentional community 
network.  A sampling of the questions is as follows: 

 What does it take to live in sustainable community? 
 What actions can the average person take to live more sustainable in their existing 

communities? 
 What are some of the struggles you have living in community and how do you 

work through them? 
 Describe the ‘common cause’ that originally brought this community together. 
 How long has this community been in existence?  What is the turnover in 

membership?  Describe the history of the community. 
 What do you do for fun as a community? 
 Do you interact with people whom are not in your community?  If so, how?  If not, 

please explain any tension that exists. 
 What is unique about your community?  (Infrastructure, invention, etc.) 
 When you reach within, what universal truths point you toward this way of life on 

earth? 
 For kids: Do you know what ‘sustainability’ means?  What does your community do 

to help the planet?  What would you say to another kid who has never heard of 
‘living in community’? 

 
These, and other valuable insights will be interwoven with the intriguing story of Ryan and 
Mandy’s personal journey toward living in sustainable community.   
 

Target Audience 

The target audience for the film is people whom are interested in living in sustainable community 
but are not sure how.  Through an in-depth look at various styles of community living, we can give 
viewers perspective on what is required to live in community, including challenges they may face 
as well as the various stages of sustainability each community is at.  Many people have formed 
various assumptions about sustainable communities: too much work, too expensive, too difficult 
to get along with others, too slow-paced, no enjoyment and more.  Within Reach also aims to 
address these conjectures and show that living in sustainable community often requires less work, 
is less expensive, easy to get along with others, and is very fulfilling and fun! 
 
In addition, we hope that the film also reaches young people - high school through college.  This 
age group comprises the next generation that is on the cusp of making the important decisions 
about how and where to live on their own.  Within Reach will depict many alternatives that they 
may not have thought about or been exposed to through mainstream media.  

With a central goal of encouraging viewers to reach within and discover their own solutions to our 
current unsustainable way of life, the film will have a great impact on future generations through 
this timeless quality. 
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Timeliness of Project 

Many ancient prophesies predict a time of potential catastrophe and global change.  There is of 
course an abundance of media in our hands already depicting our critical global issues such as 
global warming, deforestation, pesticide use, GMO's, pollution, resource depletion, overpopulation, 
peak-oil, health care, obesity, pharmaceuticals, wars, and on and on.  As more and more of these 
pressing issues are exposed and brought to the attention of the general public, it is becoming 
more important to start providing more media depicting the abundance of hope we can have in 
the face of all of these negative predictions.  We believe that the powers of prayer, positive 
thinking, and action can change the outcome of prophesy.  However, when we focus on the 
predictions of prophesy, we actually create that outcome.  In reality, prophesy is only one possible 
outcome of many. We believe that in addition to prayer and positive thinking, we must take 
actions to create our positive reality.  For us, we see sustainable communities as incredibly 
dynamic solutions that will be a catalyst for positive change, and thereby we can collectively turn 
the prophesies of catastrophe on their head and into outcomes of the golden age of 
enlightenment. 

To ensure this media begins reaching people as soon as possible, Within Reach plans to begin the 
project on Earth Day (April 22), 2008.  At that time, the one-year bicycle journey begins, along 
with continual updates to the website blogs, podcasts, resource page, map and calendar.  This 
media acquisition phase will not only be a time for you and others to follow along with the 
journey, but also to reap the benefits of knowledge and wisdom provided to Ryan and Mandy as 
they visit sustainable communities.  The full-length feature documentary will then be produced in 
2009, ready to hit the film festival circuit in the fall. 
 

Media Plan 

Your company will greatly benefit from this project, and Within Reach invites you to be a partner 
to give the film its best chance for success!  Because Ryan and Mandy will be visiting so many 
communities throughout the year and traveling in a unique and sustainable way, they will be 
attracting much media attention.  In addition, the Within Reach website is becoming an 
increasingly popular place to visit as new insights and sustainability solutions are presented.  Your 
company’s information on the site means more hits and publicity for you! 

Within Reach has put together an aggressive media plan that includes the following key elements:  

 Weekly e-Newsletter to growing network of 2,200+ individual supporters, and social 
bookmarking on website to encourage consistent readership of the Within Reach blog, 
podcasts, calendar, map and resource pages. 

 Press releases to newspapers, radio and television stations in major cities and small 
towns across the United States.  

 Organized events in major cities, including critical mass bike rides, tree-planting 
projects and showings of the promotional short film. 

 Articles published in a variety of media outlets including travel journals, Communities 
magazine, sustainability magazines and websites. 

 Viral marketing through MySpace, Facebook, Care2 and several other networking 
websites.  

 Endorsement by eco-celebrities 
  

If there are any specific local, national or global media outlets (magazines, newspapers, radio, 
television, websites, etc.) where you would like to see your company's name appear, please let us 
know and we will send them our press release. 
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The Within Reach team is creative as it relates to funding this important vision and we ask that 
you use your creativity to determine a partnership level that works for you.  Please consider 
contributing at one of the following levels to produce this important film: 

Executive 
Producer 

$10,000 and up  =  your company logo or personal name on 
website, promotional materials, bike and bike trailer, listed 
in credits, inclusion in the story of the movie itself in a 
creative and promotional way 

Associate 
Producer 

$5,000  =  website, promotional materials, and bike trailer, 
listed in film credits 

Artistic 
Benefactor  

$1,000  =  website, and promotional materials, listed in 
film credits 

Artistic  
Patron 

$500  =  website, listed in film credits 

Microfunding 
Supporter 

$10 and up = listed on website 
(view program details at www.withinreachmovie.com)  

 
You may also consider some creative ways to contribute to the project, including but not limited 
to: 

 Match individual donations made by employees 
 Host a critical mass bike ride fundraising event when Within Reach visits your area 
 Post a link to your company’s on-line purchase page on the Within Reach website and 

contribute a percentage of profits from sales made through the site 
 Help Within Reach network with producers, distributors, spokespersons, or celebrities 

who may be interested in being involved  
 Contribute gifts-in-kind.  See www.withinreachmovie.com/gear for a wish list 

 
 
 
 

Assistance Requested 

The current project budget is $102,541.   

Grants, monetary contributions, and donations-in-kind are requested.  All donations are tax-
deductible through Within Reach’s fiscal sponsor, OrganicAthlete (www.organicathlete.org).  
Donations are accepted via the Within Reach Website at www.withinreachmovie.com, or by mail 
to: P.O. Box 33 Graton, CA 95444. 

 

 

Budget and Breakdown 

Timeline:  One year of media acquisition 
               + Six months of post-production 
               = 18 Months Total 
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Equipment: 

ITEM EXPENSE 

MacBook Air  
with iWork08, Aperture 2, Logic Express 8, .Mac 1 year subscription, AppleCare 
Protection Plan, SuperDrive, USB scrolling mouse 

 $      3,992  

Final Cut Studio 2  $      1,299  

External Hard Drives (for storage) 
Five, 250 GB with USB adapters 

 $        850  

Upgrades to Existing MacBook Laptop 
New screen and bodywork, diagnostics 

 $        800  

Solar Powered Battery Packs (to charge laptop and batteries off the grid)   $        500  

Canon Vixia HF10 Digital Camcorder   $      2,999 

Leica Digital Cameras 
one D-Lux 3 model 
one C-Lux 2 model 

 $      1,100  

Camera Accessories: 
batteries, memory cards, camera hard drive, lighting kit, microphone, clip-on 
mics, tripod, filters, lenses, steadycam, reflectors, stands 

 $      8,000  

Tandem Recumbent Bicycle  $      5,000  

Bicycle Accessories and Replacement Parts 
full fairing, computer mount for passenger side, safety and decorative lighting 
and reflectors, ipod with sound system, water bottle holders, dry bags, 
replacement parts (tire tubes, pedals, etc.), bike tool set 

 $      5,000  

Solar Powered Electric Assist Bike Trailer 
Original concept drawings: 
Video - www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zTLXoOgsik 
Photos - consciousphotography.smugmug.com/gallery/3701274#212056968 
  
Materials required: 
high-tech high-efficiency solar panels, flexible solar panels, electric brushless 
hub motors, metal, wiring, inverter, throttle, batteries for bike, nano phosphate 
lithium ion batteries, bamboo, tent material 

 $    10,000  

Travel Gear: 
bicycle clothes, rain gear, all-weather gear, bike helmets, socks, cycling shoes, 
camp stove, cookware, sleeping bags, tent 

 $      3,500  

Wifi Phone with GPS capabilities  $        300  

TOTAL EQUIPMENT:  $    43,341  
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Monthly Expenses (during 12-month travel period): 

ITEM 
MONTHLY  
BUDGET 

TOTAL  
EXPENSE  
(x12 months) 

Administrative Fees  $        300   $       3,600  

Clothing Replacement/Repair  $          50   $          600  

Employee Salary (Film Editor)  $        500   $       6,000  

Fees (rent, camping, etc.)  $        100   $       1,200  

Food  $        700   $       8,400  

Insurance  $        300   $       3,600  

Marketing/Printing Costs  $        250   $       3,000  

Medical  $        300   $       3,600  

Mobile Phone/Internet (Sprint)  $        150   $       1,800  

Office Supplies  $          50   $         600  

PO Box/Postage (Earth Class Mail)  $          50   $         600  

Supplies  $        100   $       1,200  

Transportation /Repairs  $        150   $       1,800  

Website (hosting, maintenance)  $        100   $       1,200  

TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES:  $      3,100  $   37,200 

 
                                 PROJECT BUDGET SUB-TOTAL:  $80,541 

Post-Production Expenses: 

ITEM EXPENSE 

Director Salary $         9,000 

DVD Production $         5,000 

Editor Salary $         3,000 

Film Festival Submission Fees $         4,000 

Transcription Services $         1,500 

TOTAL POST-PRODUCTION  $   22,000 

 
                    GRAND TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET:  $102,541 

 
Major Funding and Support to Date 

Corporate and In-Kind Gift Sponsors:  ZAP! Electric Vehicles (www.zapworld.com), Hightek 
Bikes (www.hightekbikes.com), Parade (www.getparade.com), Cohousing Coach Raines Cohen 
(www.cohousingcoaches.com), Laguna Farm (www.lagunafarm.com), White Conch Dharma Center 
(www.white-conch.org), ThinkHost (www.thinkhost.com), Solio (www.solio.com), Real Goods, 
Reelight, Adventure Cycling Association and Maker Faire.  The value of these donations totals 
$7,125 (as of November 2008). 
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Individual Donors:  Numerous financial contributions totaling $12,255 have been provided by 
various individual supporters (as of November 2008).  Within Reach launched a microfunding 
campaign in April, 2008 to build this growing network of support.  More information about this 
unique fundraising plan appears on-line at www.withinreachmovie.com.  

Grants:  $1,000 matching challenge grant 

Relevant Background for Key Personnel 

The director, Ryan Mlynarczyk, is a documentarian, photographer, and passionate pursuer of 
sustainable living. In the summer of 2007, while staying with Emerald Earth sustainable 
community for a while, he helped them build a cobb house and took still photographs and video 
clips with a simple video camera. This inspired the idea for a documentary movie of a journey 
visiting many sustainable communities in hopes of raising awareness about these communities.  
Since that time he has produced several short films all of which can be viewed at the website at 
www.withinreachmovie.com. Soon after his visit to Emerald Earth, his long history of spiritual 
searching culminated in his finding his guru, a Tibetan Buddhist high lama, named Domo Geshe 
Rinpoche the 9th (www.white-conch.org). This is helping ground his life and work in the 
foundations of the nature of reality and how to truly help the planet.  Ryan’s first priority is to 
develop his spiritual practice, the second is to implement physical actions to create a positive 
reality...and for Ryan, this manifests as the lifestyle of sustainable community. 

The producer, Mandy Creighton, is a small business and non-profit developer who is strongly 
committed to contributing to a sustainable future through the development of community.  After 
leaving a corporate job to travel around the country to visit/work on sustainable farms and seek 
the knowledge necessary to contribute to a sustainable community, she became inspired.  She 
minimized her possessions and began to focus on ways to make a positive impact within the 
Green movement while continuing to focus on her spiritual path.  Thereafter, she soon discovered 
the Within Reach journey and since joining in January 2007, has been primarily responsible for 
handling the project’s communications and marketing.  Her hopes and desires for a sustainable 
planet and spiritual devotion for all of humanity will hopefully be reflected in the film and an 
eventual book about the journey. 

Ryan Mlynarczyk, Director, Cinematographer, Editor, Stills Photographer, Interviewer, Cyclist 
Experience: 
- Director, Within Reach Movie, Sebastopol, CA, Present, Videography, photography and 
production for documentary film, www.withinreachmovie.com. 
- Photographer, Conscious Photography, San Francisco, CA, 2005- Present  
www.consciousphotography.com, Photographs weddings, nightlife events, corporate events, and 
portraits  
- Photographer, Nitevibe, San Francisco, CA 2007-Present www.nitevibe.com, Photographed 
nightlife events in San Francisco clubs and venues to be posted on website. 
- Photographer, PhatCatPhoto, San Francisco, CA 2006-Present www.phatcatphoto.com, 
Photographed nightlife events in San Francisco clubs and venues to be posted on website. 
- Photographer, DJ Marc, San Francisco CA 2005-Present www.marcsf.com, Photographed nightlife 
events in San Francisco clubs and venues to be posted on website. 
- Photographer, Ramsey Studios, Santa Rosa, CA, 2006 www.ramseystudios.com, Portrait 
photography in state of the art digital portrait studio in Coddingtown mall, as well as for live action 
sports events, and kids school and sports portraits. 
- Backup Photographer, Eclectic Visions Wedding Photography, Santa Rosa,CA, 2005 
www.eclecticvisions.net, Associate shooter (solo photographer), and also assisted main wedding 
photographer as second photographer 
 
Volunteer Experience: 
- Freelance Photographer, Connect 18,  San Francisco, CA 2007 www.connect18.com 
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Photographed asset list for curriculum development in Guadeloupe, Caribbean Islands. 
- Team Photographer, Portland Peace and Justice Center, Portland, CA 2005 - 
www.portlandpeace.org Photographed "Sustainable Energy in Motion" Bike Tour. 
- Team Photographer, Target Earth, Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, Central America, 2000 -  
Photographed sustainable development service project trip to native villages in Central America.  
 
Education: 
- 1 year of MFA Photography Program, Academy of Art University, San Francisco, CA, 2006 
- 1 year of Law School Night Program, Empire College, Santa Rosa, CA, 2005 
- Photography & Art Classes,  Santa Rosa Jr. College, Santa Rosa, CA 2004-2006 
- 6 month EMT Certification Program, Santa Rosa Jr. College, Santa Rosa, CA 2004 
- BA - Political Science, Environmental Policy, UC Davis, CA, 1998 

Also, read a detailed description of a similar trip Ryan took with Common Circle Expeditions (aka 
Portland Peace and Justice Center): www.democracybike.com/about_ryan.shtml 
 
Mandy Creighton, Producer, Business developer, Co-cinematographer, Interviewer, Cyclist 
Professional Experience: 
- Producer, Within Reach Movie, Present, www.withinreachmovie.com, Fundraising, planning, 
communications, marketing and media correspondence to launch the Within Reach journey. 
- Small Business Development, Providence Farms, 2007-Present www.providencefarms.org,  
Contracted by this growing business to evaluate existing growth strategies, and create and 
implement processes to expand business operations and educate the local community about 
sustainable farming. 
- Director of Franchise Support, Main Dish Kitchen, 2004-2007, www.maindishkitchen.com 
Responsible for developing operations and training franchise owners on how to run their business. 
Developed a complete franchise business model where none previously existed, including 
Employee manuals, marketing plans, Standard Operating Procedures, operations manual, website 
and more. 
- Administrative Assistant, Crosswinds Community, 2003, raised awareness and membership for a 
growing church community. 
- Resource Coordinator, Habitat for Humanity, 2000-2002, www.lakeshorehabitat.org, raised 
capital and recruited volunteers for twenty-three home-building projects. 
 
Volunteer Experience:  
- Habitat for Humanity (www.hfhi.org)   
- Food cooperative start-up team (www.grassrootsco-op.org)   
- Community supported agriculture (CSA) and Urban farm volunteer projects 
- Children Organ Transplant Association (www.cota.org), currently serving as Campaign 
Coordinator for Kyle for COTA-CF campaign 
 
Education: 
- BA, Business Administration, Hope College, Holland MI, 2000 
- Global Education Institute, Central America, summer immersion service project focused on 
Sustainable Development in Belize, Guatemala and Honduras, 1999 
 

Solana Fuller, Editor and Creative Consultant 

Bio available at www.withinreachmovie.com 
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Disclaimer 

Each partner contract will be unique and negotiated individually with mutual respect applied to all 
parties. This document nor any other proprietary information contained herein shall not be 
published, reproduced, copied, disclosed, or used for any purpose without the prior written 
consent of Ryan Mlynarczyk, Director of the Within Reach Movie. 

Money, pardon the expression, is like manure. It's not worth a thing unless it's 
spread around encouraging young things to grow."  -Dolly, Hello Dolly 

 
Thank you very much for your consideration.  
 
Filled with Hope,  
 
Ryan Mlynarczyk, Director 
Mandy Creighton, Producer 
Solana Fuller, Editor 

Within Reach Film, a project of OrganicAthlete, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization 
info@withinreachmovie.com   |   360.356.1243 (main)   |   616.566.4884 (cell) 


